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There have been various syllabus types suggested by many different researchers
in language teaching together with their similar or different features from each other.
Among those syllabus types, content-based instruction (CBI), started to be popular in
ESL and EFL environments and most of the institutions applying CBI show positive
attitude towards it and claim that it develops students’ language better than other
syllabus types.
The present study aimed at finding out how ELSU teachers defined their CBI
courses as CBI, and if their definitions matched the CBI definitions in the literature,
and finally, how the attitudes of ELSU teachers towards CBI.
As data collection tool, interviews with ten of the ELSU content-based teachers
were held and the qualitative data were analyzed through the themes used in the
interview questions, such as, objectives, content, instructional strategies and
assessment tools.
The findings suggest that the ELSU definition of CBI and the definitions in the
literature show great similarities in the issues like, meaningful subject matter/content,
learner centeredness, critical thinking skills, motivation and assessment tools.
However, there are some differences in the components of comprehensible input and
authentic materials. In addition, the general attitude of the teachers towards CBI
courses was quite positive.
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1CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION
                  Background of the study
“If you don’t know where you are going, you should not be surprised that you
end up somewhere else!” As stated in this saying, developing a clear instructional
program is a very important goal in any institution in order to guide students’
learning. Instruction should be planned in a systematic way including principles of
curriculum development, implementation and evaluation of the programs (Gagne,
Briggs & Wager, 1988). However, there have been different approaches in choosing
the most suitable instructional design so there is variety of instructional types in
language teaching. One of the current approaches which is considered to be better
than other models is called content-based instruction (Stryker & Leaver 1997).
Content-based language instruction (hereafter CBI) has been widely used in
different language learning contexts for many years. Although CBI is mostly common
in ESL programs and L1 composition courses, there’s a growing interest to this
syllabus type in EFL as well. A number of factors account for the rise in popularity of
CBI (Grabe & Stoller, 1997).
Whether used in ESL or EFL programs, there are variations in the application of
CBI in different institutions. The basic types of CBI syllabi are: the adjunct model, the
sheltered model and the theme-based model (Brinton, Snow & Wesche, 1997). These
types will be discussed in more detail in chapter 2.
2Even though there are differences in these models, there are certainly some
common features which make a program a CBI program. The foundation of any CBI
in ESL\EFL is considered to be directly related with second language acquisition
research, (Brinton, Snow & Wesche, 1989; Crandall, 1994; Grabe & Stoller, 1997;
Kasper, 2000; Snow, Met & Genesee, 1989; Stryker & Leaver, 1997). Common
features which are seen as basic features of CBI are: use of authentic materials which
includes reading texts, films, and videotapes to make the learning more meaningful
for learners, motivating them by involving them in the activities, the use of academic
skill, and incorporation of thinking skills which include gathering, organizing,
analyzing, synthesizing, evaluating and generating skills.  Overall, CBI aims for better
opportunities for students to improve their language skills in general.
The aims of English Language Support Unit (ELSU) Bilkent University show
similarities to the components of CBI mentioned above so this syllabus type was
chosen as the new core-curriculum approach. The overall aims of the CBI courses in
ELSU are defined as developing students’ language skills, developing multi-
disciplinary perspectives and improving students’ cognitive processing and
production (See Appendix A and B for details on objectives).
Bilkent University School of English Language (BUSEL) is responsible for
organizing English language support programs in the Bilkent Vocational Training
Schools (VTS) and the Faculty of Music and Performing Arts. All BUSEL post-
preparatory VTS English courses are administered by the English Language Support
Unit (ELSU).
3ELSU has two main aims. The first one is to provide English language and
study skills support to students while they are engaged in full time study, that is
English for Academic Purposes (EAP). Depending on the department, this support
may be offered in the first, second, third or fourth year of study. The second aim of
ELSU is to help students develop English for Occupational Purposes (EOP) skills that
will facilitate their obtaining employement in the future. These EAP and EOP courses
are based on explicit as well as implicit emphasis on thinking processes necessary to
achieve ELSU goals. Different from those courses, as part of the efforts to create a
core curriculum in the university, a number of content-based English language
courses were prepared and piloted in the 1999-2000 Spring semester.
ELSU currently offers language courses in the following vocational training
schools: Tourism (two-year, four-year), Computer and Technology Programming,
Bureau Management, Computer Assisted Accounting and Commerce and
Administration. In addition to VTS courses, ELSU also offers English for Music and
Performing Arts.
The content-based (CB) courses in ELSU are based on one central theme and
related sub-themes so these courses are the theme-based model of CBI. Currently,
there are 15 CB courses offered by 17 teachers. The themes are: obsessions and
addiction, aspects of love, conflict (offered by two teachers), individuality, sharing
ideas and values, rethinking experience, ethnicity and gender (offered by two
teachers), diversity and toleration, mad cows and blue bananas,
Turkey@mcworld.com, where to draw the line, culture and society, beauty, folk
literature, and peace.
4Statement of the issue
Previously, most courses offered in ELSU were skill-based courses such as
report writing, letter writing and telephone English, and they were directly concerned
with improving students’ EOP skills in specific genres and functions. Because of the
university’s broad goal to create a core curriculum in the Freshman, FAST and ELSU
units that provide post-preparatory English support for students, the aims of these
units were broadened based on the assumption that students needed more cognitive
processing, practice, and production. As a result, ELSU decided to use a CBI syllabus
as the instructional model.
 Ongoing courses and teaching are subject to continuous evaluation and
improvement and this is achieved through the evaluation data coming from ELSU
teachers, students and department concerned. Since the CBI program is newly applied
in ELSU, it is crucial to collect some detailed data to match the CBI definitions of
ELSU teachers and the definitions in the literature and what the attitudes of ELSU
teachers towards the new syllabus type is.
Significance of the study
It is important to know if the courses are really examples of  CBI, and if so to
what extent they are. In addition to that, since the courses are prepared and taught by
ELSU teachers, their attitudes towards the CBI course are worth considering and
researching. It is hoped that this study will benefit students, instructors, ELSU
department and all the other departments who are running similar core curriculum
programs. Moreover, it can also be a guide for other institutions in Turkey which are
5interested in the same issue and take it as a model. As a result of this study, it
is assumed that the definition of CBI in ELSU will be clarified.
Research Questions
In order to assess the courses, the following research questions were posed:
1 . How do the instructors in ELSU define their courses as CBI courses?
2 . Do their definitions match the CBI definitions in the literature?
3 . What are the attitudes of ELSU teachers toward CBI?
In order to get the necessary answers, interviews were conducted with 10 ELSU
CBI teachers and the basic components of the interview questions were objectives,
instructional strategies, content, assessment, which were considered to be the main
principles of any instructional design. The general idea of the components was taken
from the ideas of Gagne, Briggs and Wager (1988). The interviews were transcribed
and necessary matchings in terms of the CBI definitions in the literature and what the
teachers stated in their answers were done.
In Chapter 2, a review of the literature is presented in sections on syllabus
definition, syllabus types and CBI. Chapter 3 discusses the methodology used, i.e.,
participants, instruments, procedures and the data analysis. Following that, the results
of the study are presented in Chapter 4, and the conclusions, limitations and the
implications of the study are described in Chapter 5. Related references and Appendix
pages are also added at the end of the last chapter.
6CHAPTER 2 : LITERATURE REVIEW
               Introduction
The purpose of this study was to find out how the instructors in ELSU defined
their courses as CBI courses, and if their definitions matched the CBI definitions in
the literature and finally, the attitudes of ELSU teachers toward CBI. The first section
of the literature review gives different views on the concepts of syllabus, curriculum
and methodology, which is followed by a discussion of two major syllabus types:
Product and Process syllabuses. In each type examples of related syllabuses are
defined. Later, differences and similarities between CBI and Task-based, ESP and the
Whole Language approaches are given in detail. The following section mainly focuses
on the features of CBI only.
Different Views on the Concepts of Syllabus, Curriculum and Methodology
Several descriptions are suggested for CBI as a philosophical orientation, a
methodological system, a syllabus design for a single course or a framework for an
entire program of instruction (Stryker & Leaver, 1997). It seems that it is important to
decide where the program applied in an institution stands: is it a curriculum, syllabus
or methodology? There are many conflicting ideas on the terms of curriculum and
syllabus in the literature and it is important to see the differences because the basic
concern of this study is CBI and even within this institution, it is called a content-
based curriculum, instructional design or syllabus. In this study, the term CBI syllabus
will be used. Considering the confusion in the name of this design, there will be
various ideas and definitions of the terms syllabus, curriculum and methodology in
the following section.
7Although there are various ideas on the terms, what really matters for language
teachers is in fact what actually happens in the classroom, that is syllabus, or as
Nunan (1988a) suggests “the curriculum in action” (p. 4). Yalden (1987) also defines
syllabus as a plan that is changed into a reality in the classroom by the teacher.
According to White (1988), the reason for the confusion between the
curriculum and syllabus concepts are because they are described differently in Britain
and America. In Britain, syllabus is related with the content or subject matter of an
individual subject, but curriculum is the totality of content which is to be taught and
aims to be realized within one institution or educational system. In the USA,
curriculum is used as the same meaning with syllabus in the British sense.
Nunan (1988a) also accepts the idea that there are conflicting views on the
distinction of curriculum from syllabus and the traditional distinction between
syllabus, and methodology. In addition to that confusion, he also adds that there is
disagreement about the nature of the syllabus as well. He describes the distinction of
the ideas as a broad and narrow approache to syllabus design. According to the
narrow view, there is a clear distinction between syllabus design and methodology.
The supporters of this view believe that syllabus design is about the selection and
grading of content, on the other hand methodology is the selection of tasks and
activities. Contrary to the narrow view, supporters of broad view do not agree with the
strict separation and for them, it is not really possible to make a distinction between
content and tasks in communicative language teaching.
8Related with the distinction between  curriculum or syllabus, Stern (1984)
starts another discussion point by presenting the issues on “What”, which is
concerned with what the curriculum is like or should be and “Who” and “How” of the
curriculum. According to him, Breen, Candlin and Widdowson are mainly interested
in the Who and How and Yalden and Allen are concerned with the What part of the
curriculum in general (See Brown, 1996; Brumfit, 1984; Nunan, 1988; Van Lier 1995
& Widdowson, 1984).
Together with the conflicts in defining curriculum and syllabus and the
difference between the two concepts, there is also a similar conflict in the nature of
the syllabus; therefore, there have been many syllabus types suggested and applied in
language teaching history. In order to locate the CBI in a proper place and understand
the reasoning behind it, different syllabus types will be examined briefly in the
following section.
Syllabus Types
There are several syllabus divisions suggested by different researchers in the
literature. For example, Type A (an interventionist approach) and Type B (a non-
interventionist approach) Syllabuses (White, 1988), Analytic and Synthetic Syllabuses
(Wilkins, 1976) and finally, Product and Process Syllabuses (Nunan, 1988a).
Although all those divisions are helpful, the most popular one is the Product and
Process Syllabuses. In this study, this approach will be considered as the general
syllabus design division. However, before looking at the details of those two syllabus
types, there will be brief information on the other divisions suggested by researchers
in the following section.
9Similar to the various perspectives on the definitions of curriculum, syllabus
or methodology, there is also disagreement within the teaching profession about the
nature of language and language learning and as a result, different value systems or
ideologies appear in the choice of syllabus designs (Nunan, 1988a; White, 1988).
After the descriptions of these ideologies in brief summary, White (1988)
gives his own views on syllabus design by dividing the language syllabuses into two
groups: Type A and Type B. In the former one, the question is ‘What is to be learnt?’
In the latter type, ‘How is it to be learned’ is taken as the starting point. Furthermore,
the two syllabus types are defined as an interventionist approach (Type A) in which
the priority is given to the pre-specification of linguistic or other content or skill
objectives, and non-interventionist (Type B), experiential, natural growth approach, in
which learners’ real-life communication is considered as the major concern without
any preselected or artificial items (White, 1988).
The syllabus types are also divided as Synthetic and Analytic by Wilkins
(1976). According to Wilkins (1976), synthetic syllabuses divide the language into
parts and the language is taught step by step and each time the learner is exposed to
very limited sample of language as in the grammatical types. In this type, it is
assumed that language consists of set of rules which can be combined in different
ways to make meaning at the end and these rules can be learned one by one (Nunan,
1988a). Analytic syllabuses, like the notional and functional and the situational
syllabuses, on the other hand, are organized according to the purposes of language
learners and the types of language performance needed to meet those purposes,
besides, the components of language are not seen as blocks to be accumulated
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Wilkins, 1976). Moreover, learners are presented with chunks of language and the
starting point is not the grammatical system of language but the communicative
purposes, or resulting from the use of experiential rather than linguistic content. The
content can be in terms of situations, topics, themes or academic or school subjects
(Nunan, 1988a).
 The syllabus types are divided into two major areas by Nunan (1988a) as
Product-oriented syllabuses and Process-oriented syllabuses. Grammatical syllabuses
and functional-notional syllabuses are put under Product-oriented types, and
procedural syllabuses, task based syllabuses and content syllabuses are examined
within the Process-oriented syllabus.
The Process-oriented syllabuses appeared as a reaction to Product-oriented
types. The main concern of this study will be the process syllabus types because CBI
is part of this syllabus type. Therefore, before defining the characteristics of the
process syllabuses, it will be more informative to look at the components of product
syllabuses which have different characteristics from the process syllabuses.
Product Syllabuses (Traditional Syllabuses)
The main focus in product syllabuses is on the knowledge and skills students
gain at the end of instruction. Grammatical, functional-notional and situational
syllabuses are three examples of product-oriented syllabus types.
Grammatical (structural), situational and notional syllabuses
This syllabus type has been one of the most common in language teaching.
The basic assumption in grammatical syllabuses is that language consists of set of
rules which can be combined in order to make meaning and these rules can be
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learned  one by one by the learners (Nunan, 1988a; Yalden, 1987). Although still used
in many places, this type was seriously criticised by researchers, especially during the
1970s. The first criticism was that this type misinterpreted the general nature of
language. Studies in Second Language Acquisiton (SLA) showed that certain
grammatical patterns are learned in a particular order and that formal instruction had
no effect on this order (Nunan, 1988a; Yalden, 1987). Therefore, since it is
understood that the grammatical syllabuses are of no use for the language learners,
another alternative is suggested, and it is called situational syllabus.
The situational syllabus is used as an alternative to grammatical syllabus, and
it is again one of the most widely used kinds of syllabus. The main argument for this
type of syllabus lies in the fact that language is used in a social context and without
reference to that context one cannot expect full understanding and it is suggested that
with this syllabus type learners and their needs are considered and social situations
and related language features are presented (Wilkins, 1976). The starting point of this
syllabus is different from the structural syllabus in the way that the main concern of
the designer is what the student communicates through languages, not how, when or
where he expresses himself. What a student communicates is related with meaning,
which is the root of the notional syllabuses (Wilkins, 1976; Yalden 1987).
According to Wilkins (1976), grammatical syllabuses are aimed at teaching
the language through the forms of the target language and the situational syllabuses
recreate the situations in which native speakers use the language. In contrast to these
two types, in a notional syllabus the starting point is the communicative capacity of
the learners, that is, instead of asking “how speakers express themselves or when and
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where they use the language, we ask what is it they communicate through language”
(p.18), therefore, teaching is organized through the content not the form of the
language.
For Wilkins (1976), the advantage of the notional syllabus is that it combines
grammatical and situational factors with the communicative facts of language. In
addition, this syllabus produces communicative competence which at the end
motivates students and grammatically it covers the most important forms and
functions in many situations.
With the broader views on language and the criticism on the ineffectiveness of
structural, form based syllabuses, researchers started to look for other alternatives in
language teaching and the notion of the communicative approach appeared (Melrose,
1995). Melrose suggests that the functional-notional model is the most developed
movement towards a communicative language teaching and as can be seen later in the
following section, it shows many similar characteristics with CBI model as a starting
point because it is proposed against the traditional syllabus types as already
mentioned in the previous section.
The functional-notional syllabuses
From the Second World War to the mid 1970s, the dominant method for
teaching languages was audio-lingual and the starting point of this approach was
Bloomfield and his successors’ grammar approach of immediate constituent analysis,
in which the structure of sentences were described without meaning (Melrose, 1995).
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In the1970s, a popular functional-notional syllabus which had its origin with the
Council of Europe project appeared (Finocchiaro & Brumfit, 1983; Mohan, 1986;
Nunan, 1988a; Yalden, 1987).
 The benefits of this syllabus are very similar to the features in CBI, which
will be discussed further in CBI section and these features are: it sets realistic learning
tasks, provides for the teaching of everyday, real-world language, leads us to
emphasize receptive (listening/reading) activities before rushing learners into
premature performance, recognizes that the speaker must have a real purpose for
speaking, and something to talk about, communication will be intrinsically motivating
because it expresses basic communicative functions (Nunan, 1988a, p.36). In the
communicative syllabus type, the main focus is on the activities themselves, the topic
or experience, unlike the traditional types in which the focus was on the language or
any single aspect of it. Furthermore, any activity, task, problem or project which
involves learners with real communication is a communicative activity since the
learners’ attention is on the meaning of the meassage not on the code  (Allen &
Harley, 1992). Yalden (1987) gives more general characteristics of this syllabus type.
The first one is that language learning should be seen as a process of language
learning systems development and secondly, that these systems need to be learner-
centered. In general, the whole system should be needs-oriented.
Overall, the features mentioned above are very similar to the previous syllabus
types in theory, yet, this syllabus type also had criticism from researchers, which will
be defined in the following section in detail.
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Criticism of the functional-notional syllabuses
Similar to the grammatical syllabuses, the functional-notional syllabus types
also had the same kind of criticism from the researchers. Breen and Candlin (as cited
in Melrose, 1995), interpret the approach as a rehearsal studio where actors learn the
lines from the pre-selected script and use it later on.
According to Widdowson (1979), both the structural and the notional
syllabuses in fact recognize that the learner’s goal is to be able to communicate but
what is needed to be taught for that ability has different interpretations in each of
these syllabuses. For Widdowson (1979) it is a delusion since the language is
presented as an inventory of units in the notional syllabus and as isolates in the
structural syllabus.
Overall the main focus of attention in the notional types is on items, not
strategies and on components of discourse not the process of its creation and this is
the same case in the structural syllabuses so the notional syllabus is seen as a means
of developing the structural syllabus not replacing it (Widdowson, 1979).
In general, each product syllabus type appeared as an alternative due to some
dissatisfaction with the old one and in practice, although the functional-notional
syllabus was considered to be a radically different approach from grammatical ones, it
turned out to be the same approach, focusing on the end products. After the
application of functional-notional syllabuses, it was realized by the researchers that
those functions and notions would not really result in the development of
communicative skills in language learning and this prompted the development of
another approach: process syllabus (Nunan, 1988a).
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Process Syllabuses
Together with the acceptance of process syllabuses, the focus is shifted from
the knowledge and skills to be gained by the learner to the processes through which
knowledge and skills are to be gained (Nunan, 1988a).
A more general definition of this syllabus type is given by Melrose (1995): “If
the tasks focus on meaning rather than form, and on methodology rather than discrete
learning outcomes” (p.166) they are called process oriented. Melrose also adds that
the uncertainty in the issue of what a process syllabus would be like is solved by the
task-based syllabus. The focus on meaning rather than form is mentioned by White
(1988) again and he also states that the focus is on the procedures involved in
cognitive skills and the process approach allows more personal and professional
autonomy of teachers and overall focus is on the process not the product of learning.
Breen’s (1984) definition of process syllabus is “a framework for decisions
and alternative procedures, activities, and tasks for the classroom group” (p.56) and
he adds a table showing the levels or elements of a process syllabus (see Appendix
D).
Task-based and content syllabuses are described under the process oriented
syllabus types and they show many similar features between them so in the section
below, the characteristics of task-based syllabus will be given briefly first and then
more detailed information on the CBI syllabus will be introduced later.
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Task-based Syllabuses
The properties of this model are best described by Candlin (1984). According
to him, the task-based model includes many necessary elements of content, input,
language and task and most of the elements are considered to be similar to Krashen’s
and Terrel’s Natural Approach. Some of the characteristics of this model are as
follows: it promotes attention to meaning, purpose and negotiation, draws objectives
from the communicative needs of learners, allows for different solutions depending on
the skills and strategies drawn on by learners, requires input from all the learners in
terms of knowledge, skills and participation, develops the learners’ capacities to
estimate consequences of the task, promotes learner-training for problem sensing and
problem solving (identifying and solving problems), promotes a critical awareness
about the data and the processes of language learning (p. 46).
One widely promoted task-based project was called by different names like
“Bangalore Project, Bangalore-Madras Project, Procedural Syllabus Project and
Communicational Teaching Project” (See Prabhu, 1987). Although the project is
appreciated in general, Nunan (1988a) summarizes the criticism as “the focus is
exclusively on learning processes and there is little or no attempt to relate these
processes to outcomes” (p. 44).
Content-Based Instruction (CBI)
There is much empirical support for CBI syllabus and the reason is expressed
in a good summary by Brinton, Snow and Wesche (1989). In this summary, many
similar components with other syllabuses mentioned above can be seen:
In a content-based approach, the activities of the language class
are specific to the subject matter being taught, and are geared to
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stimulate students to think and learn through the use of the
target language. Such an approach lends itself quite naturally to
the integrated teaching of the four traditional language skills.
For example, it employs authentic reading materials which
require students not only to understand information but to
interpret and evaluate it as well. It provides a forum in which
students can respond orally to reading and lecture materials. It
recognizes that academic writing follows from listening and
reading and thus requires students to synthesize facts and ideas
from multiple sources as preparation for writing. In this
approach, students are exposed to study skills and learn a variety
of language skills which prepare them for the range of academic
tasks they will encounter (p.2)
The definition of CBI in ELSU starts with rationale and then overall aims are
given.  Rationale: CBI is the process of integrating a particular content with language
teaching aims. It is based on the common underlying principle that successful
language learning occurs when students are presented with target language material in
a meaningful, contextualized form with the primary focus on meaning and acquiring
information and knowledge  (http://carla.acad.umn.edu\CBI.html). The aims are:
content-based courses aim at developing students’ language skills, multi-disiplinary
perspectives and improving students’ cognitive processing and production. In order to
achieve these goals, ELSU applies the theme-based model in their content-based
courses.
There is no “singular formula” (Stryker & Leaver, 1997, p.3) for CBI syllabus.
Yet some of the common models have been used in programs such as, K-12
classrooms in both L1 and L2 contexts, in university-level foreign language
instruction, English for Academic purposes (EAP) programs, Language for Special
purposes (LSP), foreign languages across the curriculum (FLAC) and in sheltered
content courses, adjunct courses and theme-based and area studies models. (Grabe &
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Stoller, 1997; Stryker & Leaver, 1997). Briefly, as can be seen CBI syllabus is
gaining significance in different contexts in many countries, both in ESL and EFL
situations.
 CBI is divided into three models (Brinton, Snow & Wesche, 1989) in EFL
situations: the theme-based model, the sheltered model and the adjunct model. In the
sheltered model, content courses are taught in the second language to a segregated
group by a content area specialist, like a university professor who is a native speaker
of the target language. Unlike the theme-based model, “sheltered language courses
assume an institutional framework such as a high school, community college or
university in which there is access to content courses and content teaching staff
proficient in the target language” (Brinton, Snow & Wesche, 1989, p. 16).
In the adjunct model of CBI, students are enrolled in two linked courses: a
language course and a content course and each course complements each other
through assignments (Stryker & Leaver, 1997). In order to implement such a syllabus,
a large amount of  coordination is needed (Brinton, Snow &Wesche, 1989).
In the theme-based model, the language class is structured around topics or
themes. The main difference between this type and the traditional language courses is
that in traditional courses topics are restricted to a single activity, like speaking or
reading; however, in the theme-based model, students are dealing with higher levels
of language processing through variety of texts, formats, and activities and the
curriculum in such models is organized around one major topic. Additionally, topic-
related vocabulary and concepts are recycled through various activities and students
communicate their ideas more fluently. Since teachers in theme-based courses are
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responsible for teaching the topic, they must be enthusiastic about the topic in order to
stimulate student interest (Brinton, Snow & Wesche, 1989).
In a study done by Gianelli (1991), thematic approach was applied with
kindergarten, first, second, third and fourth grade students. The themes were broad,
multidimensional concepts. According to her, the results were dramatic because the
students did not forget what they were studying and they became experts of the
subject they studied. In addition, students voluntarily took their books home to read to
their parents. In theme-based courses, students learning through thematic units
become quite familiar with the general context, so new information is easy to
introduce. It relates to the familiar, making it much more meaningful and since the
theme-related vocabulary and language are reused in new contexts, language learning
is faciliated (Gianelli, 1991).
 There is a variety of CBI syllabus models in various areas and as claimed
already, although there is no singular formula for this syllabus, there are common
components accepted by many researchers and institutions which make CBI
appealing for their program purposes.
Overall, the term CBI involves various models as mentioned already and this
makes it difficult to combine the common components of a CBI; however, the short
definition made by Kasper (2000) may help to have a clear idea on the features of it:
“Through planned, purposeful, and academically based activities that target linguistic
and critical thinking skills and engage students in meaningful and authentic language
processing, CBI fosters a functional language learning environment that goes beyond
simply presenting information in the second language. This functional language-
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learning environment offers ample opportunities for students to use English to gather,
synthesize, and evaluate information as it teaches them appropriate patterns of
academic discourse and sociolinguistic conventions relating to audience and purpose”
(p. 3).
Theoretical background of CBI
The starting point of many CBI programs is based on the acquisition theories
in literature such as Krashen’s (1985) comprehensible input theory, Cummins’ (1986)
two-tiered skill model and Anderson’s (1983) cognitive learning theory. In addition to
these theories, two other approaches, whole-language and critical thinking skills, play
a major role in the foundation of CBI. The following section is dedicated to the
components and definitions of these theories and approaches.
Comprehensible Input Theory
The first idea of the integration of language and content provides more
meaningful learning environment which is supported by Krashen’s (1985) well-
known comprehensible input theory is the central discussion point in the content-
based syllabus models since this model appeared as a rejection to the focus on form in
language learning.
According to Krashen’s (1985) theory, a second language is most successfully
acquired when the conditions are similar to first language acquisition or more clearly,
when the focus of instruction is on meaning rather than on form. Krashen explains
this theory as i + 1 that is, humans “ progress along the natural order by understanding
input that contains structures at our next stage” (p.2). Briefly, he claims that if there is
comprehensible input, the grammar is automatically there so
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there is no need to worry about the next structure, since it will be provided through
comprehensible input. Many CBI supporters take this idea as their major starting
point and accept the idea that the CBI offers contextualized syllabus which is built
around meaningful, comprehensible input; therefore, it is the most influential
instruction type in second or foreign language environment.
However, there are some other researchers (Allen, Cummins, Harley, &
Swain, 1990; Kinsella, 1997; Sheen, 1994) who doubt the idea behind the
comprehensible input theory. According to them, the idea of automatic i + 1 theory in
order to make progress in the L2, has to be questioned. Their claim is that if
“overemphasis on grammar teaching may lead to lack of transfer from organized
practice to language use in real life settings, it is possible that typical content
teaching- focusing on the message rather than the code- also fails to provide the most
favorable conditions for L2 learners” (p. 74).
Kinsella (1997) analyzed a case of an immigrant student in a secondary school
in California. The results show that the student’s vocabulary has some problems and
this is seen as an ineffectiveness of adequate comprehensible input. Therefore, she
states that comprehensibility in CBI should be carefully designed and implemented so
that there can be simultaneous acquisition in the learning environment. She also adds
that in academic language development, students need more than comprehensible
input, such as analyzing, comparing, tracing and recognizing shifts in focus while
listening to the lecturers or transitional signals in written works.
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In order to give empirical support, Allen, Cummins, Harley and Swain (1990)
analyse the well-known French immersion program in Canada, in which CBI served
as a methodological cornerstone. In the analysis of the program, they accept the idea
that immersion education supports the idea that comprehension is important in second
language acquisition. Yet, the same research also shows the differences between the
French immersion students’ oral and written language, and the language of native
speakers’, although there is seven years’ exposure to comprehensible input. In the
French immersion programs, the results of grade 6 students show that despite the
seven years of comprehensible input, grammatical performance of these students is
not really equal to that of native speakers. Only on discourse and sociolinguistic
competence do they have the same level. It is also found that learners are successful in
content knowledge and listening and reading, but there are some problems related
with speaking and writing which require more explicit attention on the formal aspects
of language output (Cummins & Swain, 1986).
As a solution to the comprehensible input problem, these researchers offer a
comprehensible output model and the immersion program is given as a support of the
ideas they present. In immersion programs, there is too much emphasis on
comprehensible input and although in such a situation “students can understand
discourse without precise syntactic and morphological knowledge, it is possible that at
least part of the content lesson needs to be taken up by activities which encourage the
production of comprehensible output” (p. 63). In the output model, if the learners
need to reformulate ambiguous or unclear utterances, they direct their attention
towards the structural features of the language, and it is learners’ responsibility to
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make necessary adjustments, not teachers’ as in the case of the input model
(Musumeci, 1996). Clearly, this gives more autonomy and responsibility to the
learners.
Sheen (1994) considers that Krashen believes that comprehensible-input will
result in the development of both receptive and productive skills, but even Krashen
himself acknowledges the problems in the production part. For Sheen (1994), “no
research findings demonstrate that the exposure to comprehensible-input alone in the
formal language classroom is sufficient to bring about substantial levels of
acquisition, whether the learners are involved with production or not” (p.135). He also
gives the immersion programs as an example to his ideas and states that if many hours
in these programs do not enable students to produce accurate language, one should be
sceptical about the effects of production of the comprehensible-input.
In conclusion, if Krashen’s (1985) comprehensible input is applied, as in the
immersion programs, students improve their fluency but they have problems with the
accuracy and here, Cummins and Swain (1986), suggest their comprehensible output
model, which suggests that in times of difficulties, learners should direct their
attention to structural features of the language, like syntactic and morphological
knowledge explicitly.
 Considering the chances of getting necessary comprehensible input in an EFL
environment, people need to have more considerable thoughts on input theory so it is
more probable that Swain’s ideas will take more attention in an EFL content-based
concept. In general, since there are speaking and writing problems as observed in the
Canadian immersion programs, where the emphasis was mainly on
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 comprehensible input, there should be more emphasis put into formal aspects of
language input.
Two-tiered Skill Model
The second theory, which is taken as another base for CBI programs, is
Cummins’ two-tiered skill model which suggests a reasonable learning theory to
explain the effectiveness of CBI more generally (Grabe & Stoller, 1997; Kasper,
2000; Kinsella, 1987; Short, 1991),  In general, it is suggested that ESL students learn
Basic Interpersonal Communication Skills (BISC) (Grabe & Stoller, 1997) within two
years in schools, but they do not have the skills to read widely in English, they are at
an inadequate level of academic language proficiency, so they need to develop the
second tier, Cognitive Academic Language Proficiency (CALP) to be more successful
in academic second language learning contexts. Therefore, they must have a rich and
a contextualized learning environment which includes content instruction to help
develop their complex educational needs. CALP is considered to be the level of
proficiency of academic content areas, and the CBI approach is believed to be an
effective way for students to develop those skill areas in CALP (Kasper, 2000).
Consequently, the theory suggests that in order to articulate and analyze
information from a variety of sources, learners should develop CALP; they cannot
acquire that skill through everyday conversation. Instead, learners need to interact
with “context, task and texts that present them with complex interdisciplinary
content” and they are provided by CBI model (Kasper, 2000, p. 5).
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Cognitive Learning Theory
The third theory by Anderson is called Cognitive Learning Theory. The stages
in ACT theory are described briefly by Grabe and Stoller (1997) and Kasper (2000) as
“the cognitive stage in which students engage in solving basic problems with the
language and concepts they are encountering. In the associative stage, errors are
corrected and connections to related declarative and productive knowledge are
strengthened, and the knowledge and skills become proceduralized. Finally, in the
autonomous stage, performance becomes automatic, requiring little attentional effort”
(p.10).
This theory provides a basis for examining skill development because it is “a
reasonable characterization for academic language learning and a strong learning
theory for instruction which integrates attention to content and language” (p.1) and
those complex skills needed in the integration of language and content are basic
components of CBI syllabuses. Through content-based tasks, students are guided
through the process of gathering, evaluating and synthesizing information (Kasper,
2000). Briefly, CBI tasks, provide contexts for students to progress naturally through
the learning  stages mentioned in the cognitive theory: cognitive, associative and
autonomous.
Critical Thinking
Critical thinking is one of the most difficult concepts in language education to
define and as also mentioned by Smith (1991) the term has diverse meanings and
there are different philosophies in the uses of this term (see Kurfiss, 1988; Lipman,
1991; Neilsen, 1989; Smith, 1991).
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The ability to think critically is considered a higher order cognitive skill
needed at the college level and it involves skills in discussing issues, posing
questions, evaluating and differentiating viewpoints, which requires functioning on an
autonomous level and synthesizing information from a variety of sources (Kasper,
2000). In the CBI syllabus, all these skills are considered to be supported through
“providing various contexts for students to accrue information and by asking them to
question, synthesize, and evaluate that information across various modes of
discourse” (p.8).
Kasper (2000), for example, sees critical thinking as a skill which students will
use outside ESL course and she continues with other features of critical thinking skills
such as, planning, organizing, reading and editing, description, definition,
comparison-contrast, cause-effect, and argumentation. Short (1991), on the other
hand, gives a broader definition by stating that “ thinking skills can be developed
through teacher-student questioning or through scheduled activities like problem-
solving and decision-making” (p.9). Task examples include, predicting, categorizing
and inferencing, observing, reporting and classifying, sequencing, summarizing and
justifying.
These skill areas are considered to exist in CBI programs while combining
language and content together, students are expected to improve their thinking skills
through the activities that involve the areas mentioned above. In ELSU objectives,
critical thinking is considered to be achieved through those similar areas such as,
exploring information, evaluating and selecting appropriate sources, investigating,
synthesizing and evaluating (See Appendix B).
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\Whole Language Approach
Whole language is seen as an approach to teaching and learning rather than a
method or a series of materials and is accepted as appropriate for teaching language
through content-based instruction (Freeman & Freeman, 1984). The whole language
approach is based on two historical traditions: student-centered education and social
reconstruction. In addition, teachers teach through students’ experiences and students
are involved in critical assessment of their social reality (Freeman & Freeman, 1984).
More briefly, with the whole-language approach, it is assumed that learning is
a social activity and proceeds from the whole to the part, not like starting with small
bits of language like words or sentences (Kasper, 2000) as it happens in traditional
bottom-up approaches, but the learners read and write whole texts. In this approach,
listening, speaking, reading and writing skills are all integrated.
For Freeman & Freeman (1984), in content-based instruction, teachers use
whole language to organize their instruction around themes and these themes “engage
learners in meaningful activities that move from whole to part, build on student
interests and backgrounds, serve their needs, provide opportunities for social
interaction, and develop their skills in oral and written language” (p.352). Overall, the
main purpose in whole language approach is to make the curriculum student-centered
by involving students in answering relevant, real-world questions.
The approach is more clearly defined in the research done by Chitrapu (1996)
 in which the researcher used whole language approach in large literature class.  In her
introduction part, Chitrapu gives a short definition of the term as “an interactive
situation can be created in a classroom through such steps as creating contexts that
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necessitate communication, exposing students to comprehensible input, and
immersing them in interesting tasks” (p, 28).
The following section is divided in two sections-requirements and results-
based on the idea that subject matte/content, authentic materials and learner-
centeredness are requirements in CBI and academic skills and motivation are the
results of CBI.
Requirements in CBI
Subject matter/Content
The fundamental organization of CBI is derived from the subject matter, not
forms, functions, situations or skills. The major difference between language-based
courses and CBI is that the former assume that students have to master the language
by focusing on form and applying a bottom-up approach before they can acquire
content. However, CBI courses do the opposite by assuming that students must think
about the content in order to know what sorts of language they need (Swaffar, as cited
in Stryker & Leaver, 1997).
The CBI syllabus is based on the assumption that a language can be best
taught and learned through the medium of subject-matter content and students
simultaneously acquire subject-matter expertise and language proficiency (Raphan
and Moser, 1993 & Musumeci, 1996). CBI tries to eliminate the artificial separation
of language instruction and subject-matter classes. Contrary to popular thinking that a
focus on content knowledge requires a sacrifice of linguistic skill, in CBI syllabus,
there is interplay between language and content (Brinton, Snow and Wesche, 1986).
This situation is best described by Jurasek (as cited in Stryker & Leaver, 1997):
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A student’s exposure to meaningful subject matter phrased
in the second language yields content mastery and linguistic
mastery. This is a long way from the not-too-distant past
when foreign language teaching was basically content free
class time was filled with manipulation of linguistic forms
and discussion of correct usage. Since those bad old days,
program designers and researchers have been modeling the
ways content-focused and use-oriented programming can
motivate, facilitate and recontextualize undergraduate
foreign language learning (p.6).
Overall, in order to maximize linguistic and cognitive development, content, should
be viewed as a resource for language learning.
Authenticity
If CBI materials are to be effective in helping students build language and
academic skills, and progressing from the cognitive and associative to the autonomous
stage of skill development as proposed by the cognitive learning theory, they cannot
be achieved through graded texts. If the CBI focuses on understanding and conveying
meaningful messages and accomplishing realistic tasks (Stryker & Leaver, 1997),
these can be done through authentic language, namely, authentic materials.
Kramsch (1993) uses the term authenticity as a way in which language is used
in natural, non-pedagogic way. In addition to her own description, she adds more of
the other researchers in the field. For Little and Singleton (as cited in Kramsch, 1993)
“an authentic text is a text that was created to fulfill some social purpose in the
language community in which it was produced” ( p.178). As for Widdowson (1979),
authenticity is not something related with the text but it is how the readers and
speakers make use of that text.
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As mentioned by  Brinton and Holten (1997) students in such an instructional
environment are presented with authentic texts from the subject area and in their
lesson framework, the main issue in CBI is providing access to any form of content
derived from authentic sources. In other sources, authentic is described as reading
materials and core materials such as texts, videotapes, audio recording and visual aids
prepared for native speakers of the target language (Brinton, Snow, Wesche, 1986;
Moeller, 1994; Raphan & Moser, 1993; Short, 1991; Stryker and Leaver, 1997).
Stryker and Leaver’s  (1997) ideas on the fear in choice of the authentic texts
are true for many language teachers. Often, teachers fear that students will be
frustrated by the authentic material so they use graded language texts, which in fact
presents them more frustrating experiences. It is suggested that by using content and
context together, students develop some kind of mechanism for dealing with unknown
language in other contexts and this way they are ultimately fostering the development
of foreign language proficiency (Stryker and Leaver, 1997).
In the further definition of authentic materials, it is suggested that the texts do
not have to be strictly authentic, they might be edited or abridged for lower level
learners (Stryker & Leaver, 1997).
Learner-centeredness
The main difference in the learner-centered curriculum and the traditional
curriculum is there is a collaborative effort between teachers and learners in the
learner-centered curriculum, because learners are more involved in the decision-
making process (Brown, 1996; Nunan, 1988b). However, in the traditional ends-
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means model, fixed steps are followed and all the decisions are made with no
encounter between teacher and learner (Brown, 1996).
Another important issue in learner-centered philosophy is the fact that it is not
possible to teach everything in class and the major aim in learner-centered situations
will be development of learning skills (Brown, 1996). In a learner-centered classroom
setting, learners will be introduced to several aims as described by Brown (1996): to
provide learners with efficient learning strategies, to assist them identify their own
preferred ways of learning, to develop skills needed to negotiate the curriculum, to
encourage learners to set their own objectives and to adopt realistic goals and time
frames, to develop learners’ skills in self-evaluation. In a learner-centered curriculum,
there is always a chance to compromise the learning activities and methodology, but
in the traditional curriculum there is no conflict because the general attitude in such
programs is a “teacher knows best” (Brown, 1996, p. 6) approach.
In traditional models, the assessment is considered to be based on testing and
it is expected to occur at the end of the learning process, in other words, it was
summative rather than formative evaluation (Brown, 1996). On the other hand, in the
learner-centered process, evaluation is more like informal monitoring carried along
with the teaching-learning process. Additionally, there is more opportunity to raise
learner consciousness through helping learners to monitor and evaluate their own
learning process (Brown, 1996). By involving learners in deciding what to do and
how to do, there occurs a big role change of learners and teachers, but since the tasks
“have the same psychological/operational reality for the learner as it has for the
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teacher” (Nunan, 1989b, p.20), the learner-centered design can be an opportunity to
break down the barriers between learners and teachers.
 The CBI syllabus appeared as a reaction to traditional syllabus models so it
should have the features mentioned in the description of learner-centered curriculum
model. Therefore, in the content-based classroom settings, teachers need to plan
activities that are experiential, hands-on, cognitively engaging, and
collaborative/cooperative and the students must be engaged in a negotiation of
meaning, that is both teachers and students try to make themselves understood, like a
collaborative give and take process. Furthermore, teachers have a significant
leadership role in CB classes, like taking the initiative in collaborative planning
activities, identifying the academic language skills students will need for success in
content learning (Snow, Met & Genesee, 1989).
Of course, no curriculum will be totally learner-centered or teacher-centered
because there is a collaborative process in the class which forces the two parties to
share the workload in a way. Both the teacher and the student are aware of their
responsibilities, they both need each other in order to keep the process going in the
classroom. It is worth considering finding some ways to modify curriculum to make it
more learner-centered because it results in better learning/teaching conditions for both
the learner and the teacher (Nunan, 1988b).
All the three features mentioned above-subject matter/content, authentic
materials, learner-centeredness are the requirements in CBI model of instruction. In
the section below, the results of these requirements will be described.
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Results in CBI
The requirements in a CBI syllabus intend to cause an increase in academic
skills, student motivation and interest. The components of these results are examined
below.
Academic Skills
 For Moeller (1994), a content-based language syllabus is focused on the
academic needs and interests of the students, and the barrier between language and
subject matter is eliminated. Academic skills are defined as reading a variety of texts,
taking notes on the material, and writing expository pieces by applying content area
principles (Kasper, 2000) and note-taking from texts and lectures and language skills
are given as academic skill examples (Raphan and Moser, 1993).
Motivation
Clearly, as in all other syllabus types, motivation is a crucial matter in CBI. In
their research in UCLA ESL Service Courses, Valentine and Martos (1997) conclude
that CBI provides relevant content language and in this way motivates the learners to
acquire language. In addition, the findings show that academic writing, reading and
study skills can be both meaningful and motivating for learners in CBI.
In another study, Musumeci (1996) adds motivation to the necessary
components in the language learning process while expressing her ideas on the
insufficiency of comprehensible input. Content can provide both a motivational and a
cognitive basis for language learning. First of all, it provides “motivational incentive”
(Snow, Met & Genesee, 1989, p.202), because it is found interesting and of some
value by the student and that’s why it is worth learning. Secondly, if there is
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no real meaning, all the functions and structures will have no value for the learner at
all. Briefly, these researchers suggest that if learners see no meaning and
connections in their learning environment, they will not be interested or motivated
and consequently, their learning will be hindered.
Considering all these issues related with motivation , it is obvious that learning
can occur more in a meaningful and interesting learning environment and CBI
supporters claim that this approach provides that kind of environment through
teaching language within a content which makes it more meaningful for learners.
Assessment in CBI Syllabus
Another important aspect not only in CBI syllabus but in all other syllabus
types is the assessment issue. Evaluation is accepted as an important and critical
component in teaching process and its main role in any instructional program is seen
as “to measure achievement” (Brinton, Snow and Wesche, 1989, p.181). Learning
objectives play a very important role in learning about what to evaluate. Therefore,
assessment tools should reflect that goal and assessment has to be derived from
instructional practice (Kasper, 2000, Short 1993).
Since CBI is based on communicative language teaching, the testing of it also
should be communicative (Stryker & Leaver, 1997); it cannot use traditional pen and
pencil tests based on grammatical points. Similarly, since the general notion that a
second language is aquired in a meaningful context where the focus is on acquiring
information (Brinton, Snow & Wesche, 1989), the assessment should reflect this goal
in CBI then. According to Short (1993), in the context of CBI, a variety of language
and cognitive skills, communicative competence, appropriate use of academic
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language, problem solving and concept comprehension are developed so the
assessment of all these skills should be varied too. She mentiones alternative
assessment techniques such as, skill checklists and reading-writing inventories,
portfolios, oral reports, anecdotal records and teacher observation, performance-based
tasks, essay writing, and interviews. It is claimed that these methods will help students
to demonstrate their knowledge in a better way.
 According to Weigle and Jensen (1997), for tests to reflect CBI goals, there
should be a balance between language and content and also they should engage
students in higher order thinking tasks. Furthermore, in order to promote beneficial
washback in CBI, test tasks should require authentic, interactive language use in the
classroom.They define the terms, authenticity and interactiveness as “complete
discourse level tasks rather than discrete, decontextualized tasks” (p. 207).
Overall, it is believed that CB assessment should assess academic skills, which
are summarized as being able to analyze and evaluate any information critically,
connect new information with that already existing, and synthesizing knowledge
(Kasper, 2000). These ideas suggest that CB assessment should be based on the tasks
that make students integrate information and build their own ideas on the subject
presented to them onto that information.
Hancock (as cited in Kasper, 2000), sees CB assessment as an interactive
process in which both teacher and student are involved in the performance of the
student and he agrees that contextualized assessment tasks challenge higher order
thinking skills and also it helps development of proficiency in language.
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In general, then, CBI assessment can be defined as an interactive process engaging
teachers and students, by designing highly contextualized, meaningful and authentic
tasks that challenge higher order thinking skills, and by teaching them to measure
cognitive skill development and linguistic accuracy.
Conclusion
In the definition of CBI components, the following are required and they will
be used to assess whether ELSU has CBI courses or not: the requirements as already
mentioned in the literature review; meaningful, comprehensible English input,
meaningful subject matter/content which is recurrent and recyled, authentic materials
taken from real sources, and learner-centeredness, collaboration between the teacher
and the student. As for the results part, student motivation and interest, academic
skills, which basically deal with critical thinking skills and finally suitable CBI
assessment tools which reflect the instructional goals in the classroom will be
examined.
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             CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
     Introduction
This descriptive study investigated and analyzed the data obtained from
interviews administered  to content-based course teachers at Bilkent University,
English Language Support Unit (ELSU). The questions aimed to find answers to the
following questions:
1. How do the instructors in ELSU define their courses as CBI courses?
2. Do their definitions match the CBI definitions in the literature?
3. What are the attitudes of ELSU teachers toward CBI?
Participants
The participants of the research are 10 CB instructors who are currently
working at Bilkent University ELSU department. The years of experience of these
teachers vary from 10 years to 40 years in general and 2 years to 7 years’ experience
in ELSU. Although the total number of teachers offering CB courses is 15, only 10 of
them volunteered for the interviews. The interviews were done between May 3, 2001
and May 10, 2001 and except one, all the interviews are recorded. The interviewee
who rejected being recorded provided the researcher with a detailed summary of the
interview answers before coming to the session.
The CB courses evaluated for this study are compulsory, four-credit courses
offered in Tourism Department, Computer Programming Department and Music
Faculty. Tourism department is divided into two-year and four-year programs;
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however, in the first year of their study, all tourism students take the same courses so
ELSU CB courses are offered to all of the tourism students.
All the CB instructors in ELSU are responsible for preparing their own
themes, materials, task types and assessment tools in each course. The general ELSU
objectives and aims are used as guidelines (see Appendix A and B) in the preparation
of their tasks. Related with the assessment tools, teachers are provided with core
criteria material (see Appendix C), in which there are three sections provided for
teachers: include as core assessment, select at least one from and consider. Except for
the first core assessment section, teachers are free to choose any tool in the two other
sections.
Before preparing the CB courses, none of the teachers had taken special
training; however, all the teachers in ELSU are experienced in preparing courses, as
each of them is a course organizer of one course in ELSU, which gives teachers an
opportunity to improve themselves in material preparation.
Instruments
 The interview questions (see Appendix E) were divided into the topics
objectives, instructional strategies, content and assessment-categories taken from
Gagne, Briggs & Wager (1988) and Gentry (1994). The interview technique was
chosen because people are generally more willing to talk than write and in the case of
misinterpretation, the interviewer would have a better chance to clarify the problem
areas (Best & Kahn, 1998). All the sections included in the interview aimed at getting
details on CB course features from the teachers’ point of view. In each section,
specific questions related with the main heading of the section were asked in
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order to obtain enough specific information to see if the definitions match with the
ones in the literature. For example, in order to find out teachers’ definition of learner
or teacher centeredness in CBI, questions such as the following were asked: “Do you
feel that your role as a teacher is different in this course? In what ways? How would
you compare it with other courses you have taught before? Do you think your students
are participating more in class?” About the meaningfulness of the subject
matter/content, the questions asked were “How consistent are your topics? Do you
think having one theme has some advantages? If yes, in what ways?”. In addition,
questions like “Are there any activity types that you consider to be suited for a CB
course? Are there any task types that a CB course excludes?” provided data for the
components of authentic materials and critical thinking skills and assessment.
Procedures
Before administering the final version of the questions, feedback from three
MATEFL teachers was taken and the appropriate adjustments were made to the
questions. There were not suitable conditions for the piloting of the interview
questions since the theme-based CB instruction is unique to ELSU department only,
other departments were applying different types of CBI.
The time and the date of the interviews were organized by the researcher by
asking the teachers individually. The interviews took place between May 3 and May
10, 2001 and interviews lasted for about 30 to 40 minutes in general.
There was a need to listen to the interviews many times. In order to probe the
components outlined in the literature review section (pp. 28-38), first of all, all the
answers in each section of the interview were transcribed to obtain an overall view.
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Then, in order to get answers to the first research question, the CBI definitions of
ELSU teachers, the first section of the interview, which dealt with the question “What
is your definition of CBI?” was listened to. The second research question required the
matching of the definitions given by the teachers and the researchers in the literature,
so more focus was given to the specific answers related with the components of CBI
described by the teachers and the matchings were done in the data analysis section.
Data Analysis
After the administration of the interview, it was found that teachers repeated
most of the issues in each section which caused many repetitions under such an
organization. Then, it was decided to organize the answers according to common CBI
features mentioned by the teachers themselves and the features stated by the
researchers in the literature.
All through the data analysis, the information given by the ELSU teachers and
the information in the literature were compared and the ideas of the teachers were
supported with the data from the literature review.
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CHAPTER 4: DATA ANALYSIS
     Introduction
The purpose of this study was to find out (1) how ELSU instructors defined
CBI and (2) if their definitions matched the CB features in the literature, and finally,
(3) the attitude of the teachers towards CBI. In order to collect data, interviews were
held with 10 ELSU CB teachers, between May 3 and May 10, 2001, and each session
lasted 30 to 40 minutes in general. The interview topics were general, instructional
strategies, content, assessment and overall ideas and in each section detailed questions
were asked to collect data on how the teachers define their CB courses. As the data
analysis part, each section in the interview is divided into more specific sub headings
and ideas of the 10 CB teachers related with that section gathered. In order to organize
the ideas in a more concrete and comprehensive way, each teacher was given a code
number as (I-1), (I-2), (I-3), (I-4), (I-5), (I-6), (I-7),
(I-8), (I-9), and (I-10). (“I” stands for the Interviewee).
Content choice
In order to get answers to the first research question, the teachers were asked
about their own definition of CBI, all of them gave very similar answers in general at
the beginning, but in the further sections of the interview, more features were
provided by each teacher. When asked if there were any task types especially chosen
for their CB course, most of the teachers did not consider mechanical tasks to be
appropriate for their CB courses because the general aims in ELSU CB courses were
based on analyzing, synthesizing and critical, creative thinking skills in general (see
Appendix A and B).
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Two of the teachers (I-1 and I-2) gave much more detailed definition of CBI
than the others. The definitions given by 8 of the interviewees were based on the idea
that CBI is teaching four skills (reading, writing, speaking, listening) in English
through a content and the language had the secondary importance. All of the ten
teachers also mentioned that there were no traditional grammar-oriented tasks or
exercises in their CB courses. Only (I-9) mentioned that at the beginning of the CB
course, since his students were not familiar with the style, expecting traditional style,
he had to use some traditional, grammar-based tasks for about three weeks until all
the students got used to the CB style. (I-1) and (I-2) specifically expressed that there
was a shift from the traditional grammar-oriented approach to a communicative
approach. (I-2) also stated that there was a shift from linguistic knowledge to
developing communicative competence through communication of content and she
also added that “it lowered the barrier between learning a language and other
language activities”. According to (I-2), CB class was seen a place where the students
not only learned a second language but also gained education as it strengthened
general skill and knowledge.
In the syllabus types (see literature review, p.8), it is clearly defined that in the
grammatical syllabuses, the language is seen as a set of rules separate from each
other and which can be combined in order to make meaning. However, with the
existence of the communicative approach, which is the foundation of CBI, the main
focus was given to the activities, the topic or experience not the language (Allen &
Harley, 1992).
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When the following question was asked “How did you choose your content,
what criteria did you use?” all the answers focused on the teachers’ own interests or
some estimates of possible student interests.
(I-3) and (I-7) both considered their own interest areas first and then thought
about the students’ interests. (I-3) stated that after thinking about his own interest, he
thought about utilizing some of the knowledge students had about the world as his
criteria.
The criteria used by (I-1) was different from the other teachers. (I-1) had three
areas in the criteria: society, student needs and teacher’s interest. The first issue (I-1)
considered was the general social situation in Turkey, ethnic and religious minorities.
She felt that there was a need for appreciation and toleration of those differences and
as a second step she wondered if the students were aware of that fact. As a result, she
felt a need for civil society and thought students should have more information on
those issues.
(I-2) thought about students’ social and educational background, interests and
what was meaningful to them. These were similar to the criteria of (I-4) before
preparing the materials. While thinking about the background of the Turkish students,
(I-4) described them as “sponges”, so she felt that the topic should be something
directly related with their families, friends, briefly their real-life in order to make
them speak or discuss. In addition, she also stated that the topic should be of interest
to the teacher and gave the “Youth Culture” as a bad example because she felt
students would not know anything about it and she, as a teacher, would not like
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offering that course. A similar view was presented by (I-9), and he said that since he
prepared the content, he felt more comfortable.
(I-6) stated that she used her own interest only because in order to find out
about the student interest a need analysis was needed but unfortunately there was no
such opportunity, so it had to be teacher’s interest.
Two of the teachers had no choice in the selection of their topics. The criteria
used by (I-5) was quite different from others’ because that course was the first piloted
CB course in ELSU, therefore, it was a democratic group decision, not his own
choice. (I-8), too, used a different set of criteria, because she had to offer somebody
else’s course and put her own ideas and materials into the course. She stated that
“since she (teacher who prepared it previously) prepared the course materials and then
left, I could not concentrate really because it wasn’t my idea, so I prepared my own
materials”
While talking about their criteria for topic choice, all of the teachers added that
while considering the topics, they should be general and flexible enough to allow
variations to the teachers. Otherwise, if the topics were limited, this would affect
student interest and motivation negatively and since learners would not find
interesting and of some value, they would not find it worth learning (Snow, Met &
Genesee, 1989).
About the teacher interest in the topic choice, all of the teachers stated that it is
especially crucial because they will be introducing and dealing with the topic. This
supports the idea presented by Brinton, Snow & Wesche (1989) that the teachers must
be enthusiastic about the topic in order to stimulate student interest. Overall,
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according to ELSU content-based teachers, both teacher and student interest were
considered important.
Themes
   The questions of this section were: How consistent are your topics? Do you
use only one topic in all your classes? Do you like the idea of having one theme and
do you think it has some advantages? The questions led to understanding of what the
teachers’ attitudes were towards the course as well.
CBI courses in ELSU are based on one big theme with several related sub-
themes. All of the teachers stated that all those sub-themes were directly related with
the core theme and there was continuity in the courses, which was described as “the
content, romanticism, is recurrent throughout the course, each chapter is connected to
the previous one so continuity is provided” by (I-9). (I-3, I-7) also described the
course as “consistent all through the semester”. This made the courses different from
the previous courses in which they presented one aspect of different topics and
language in every unit, as in the traditional syllabuses (see literature review, p.7), and
students had no time to absorb the lesson as mentioned by (I-8) and (I-9). In general,
most of the ideas are recycled through the various materials and students become
more fluent in communicating their ideas on the topics (Brinton, Snow & Wesche,
1989).
All ten of the participants stated that they had one major theme and other sub-
themes related with that theme. All of them also said that they liked the idea of having
one theme by adding that if that was not the case it would be more boring and
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repetitive for students. This could be seen as an explicit clue for the positive attitudes
of the teachers toward CBI, which was the concern of the third question in this study.
According to (I-1), having one theme meant “Full concentration on one area
and that was an advantage because the students devoted themselves and used it in
their real life”. For (I-2), the gradual build up of materials in CB course helped
students to see the whole picture and that way they linked it to their own experiences
and prior knowledge.
(I-3) thought that “students came with a very limited knowledge of the world
and they had a journey of discovery in the course and liked the topics discussed which
resulted in more motivation from the student’s point of view”. The idea of this
“journey of discovery” is more like the second stage mentioned in Cummins’ two-
tiered model, in which they start developing the CALP, because before this stage all
the students had their basic interpersonal communication skills training in their
preparatory years. Similarly, what the other teachers expressed show a good support
for the stages students are going through in CBI courses mentioned in Cummins’ and
Anderson’s models (see the literature review, p. 24 )
(I-4) mentioned how surprised she was when she realized that students were
really got into what they were doing in CB classes. Some different perspectives came
from (I-5) related to this issue. (I-5) emphasized that “CBI got students thinking,
talking and it had a stimulating effect”. (I-6) and (I-8) had similar ideas on the idea
that there was “coherence” and “a common thread” in the CB courses through having
one big theme. (I-8) and (I-9) stated that CB required the ability of interpretation and
critical thinking and (I-9) added that “students were learning it slowly” in his course.
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For the last participant, (I-10), the main advantage was “neither the teacher nor the
students got bored in class and the teacher had more opportunity to get to know
students” and
(I-10) also added that she learned a lot from the students. In addition, similar to (I-1)
according to (I-10), students learned to think and they used the knowledge outside the
class, in real-life situations.
In general, all the participants mentioned the previous courses, letter writing,
telephone English, report writing, and described those courses as “boring” (all),
“formulaic” (I-2, I-3, I-5, I-6, I-7, I-8), mechanical (I-1, I-3, I-5), “accepted students
as robots” (I-4). “based on one skill” (I-6). While talking about how boring the
previous courses were, (I-3) expressed his feeling as “the students were bored to death
and they always started the lesson by complaining and saying “are we gonna do this
lesson teacher? Please let’s do something more interesting!”. In contrast to the
previous courses, all of the teachers stated that CB courses were more “meaningful
and interesting” for both teachers and students, which was the first component of the
CBI mentioned in the literature. The ideas are also described by Krashen’s (1985)
comprehensible input theory, in which it is suggested that the integration of language
and content provides a more meaningful learning environment. It is also described by
Gianelli (1991) when she stated that students voluntarily engaged in and outside the
class because the learning environment was meaningful for them.
It appeared from a couple of comments that the teachers decided to use
authentic materials and although there was no explicit question in the interviews, six
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of the teachers raised the issue of authenticity in the materials and four of the
participants did not mention the issue at all. Those six teachers who mentioned the
need for an authentic material reflected varying definitions of authenticity in the
literature review and talked about the reading texts only, although there were some
other sources proposed as authentic in the literature. Although the authentic materials
are described as reading materials and core materials as texts, videotapes, audio
recording and visual aids prepared for native speakers of the target language (Brinton,
Snow & Wesche, 1986; Moeller, 1994; Raphan & Moser, 1993; Short, 1991; Stryker
& Leaver, 1997), authentic materials were considered only as reading texts by ELSU
teachers, through which requirements like understanding, interpreting and evaluating
information could be achieved (Brinton, Snow & Wesche, 1989). The definition given
by Widdowson (1979) was not mentioned at all by any of the teachers.
(I-3) and (I-10) thought that their materials were “totally authentic because
they were taken from real sources, mainly internet and magazines” and they also
added that they made no changes in the materials. For example, (I-3) used an
anarchist web site as his source and (I-10) stated that she did not make any changes in
the materials in order to make them more challenging for the students, she expressed
her ideas as “Well, when I looked at the texts at the beginning, I knew that the
language level was quite high for our students, but I had no intention of changing any
part of them. Let them struggle a bit, it’s a challenging experience for them”.
(I-6), (I-7) and (I-8) also claimed that their materials were authentic but they
made some changes in them. (I-6), for example, mentioned that “the materials were
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authentic in terms of the topic but not authentic in terms of language” because she
said she simplified some of the parts of the texts. (I-7) also got rid of some irrelevant,
difficult and too culture based sections of the texts. Similarly, (I-8) also changed the
long, irrelevant or difficult language parts in the texts.
As can be seen from the answers about authenticity, it is clear that ELSU
teachers accept the idea that CBI requires authentic materials as stated by all the
researchers in the literature, but they have a different perspective of the term.
According to them, the texts taken from the Internet are authentic because they are
written for native speakers, not for the language learners, which was also defined the
same way by Kramsch (1993).
Again, the motivation issue was raised in the authentic materials section
because the teachers mentioned that the texts were taken from a real source which
made the related tasks more challenging and at the same time more motivating for
students. Additionally, three teachers (I-1, I-2, I-8) talked about interdisciplinary
sources they used in CB course such as history, politics, literature, philosophy, art and
sociology.
Multimedia
Related with the type of materials, 9 of the participants used te Internet as their
main source. In addition to the Internet, (I-1), (I-2), (I-3), (I-6), (I-9) and (I-10) used
library books, (I-4), (I-6) and (I-7) used magazines,  (I-1) and (I-6) used films, (I-5)
and (I-9) mentioned their own ideas as a source, (I-7) and (I-8) used textbooks, but
that was the only source used by (I-8), (I-5) and (I-6) also used brainstorming
technique, and finally, (I-10) mentioned cartoons and songs as their sources for CB
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course materials. Most of these sources were defined as authentic materials (see the
previous section on authenticity).
General academic skill development
6 out of 10 teachers (I-1, I-2, I-3, I-6, I-7, I-8, I-10) mentioned several
differences which can be generally called  critical thinking skills  as a difference from
the previous course objectives. While talking about critical thinking skills, two of the
teachers (I-1, I-2) used both creative and critical thinking skills together but did not
specifically mention what skills they included in them. Similarly, other teachers (I-6,
I-7, I-10) added critical thinking skills without specifying the features. (I-3)
mentioned problem-solving skills as a component of critical thinking skill in the
features section and here he added that students could “apply critical thinking skills in
real-life situations because they would have to deal with problems outside” and two of
the teachers (I-4, I-9) never mentioned critical thinking skills.
 (I-1) specifically listed the different objectives in ELSU’s general objective
list and mentioned effective communication skills, capabilities for critical and creative
thinking, awareness and understanding of various cultural perspectives, and the ability
to gather, synthesize and evaluate information.
As described by the researchers in the literature, critical thinking skill is one of
the basic components of CBI and it includes skills like planning, organizing, problem-
solving, decision-making, analyzing, information gathering, justifying, summarizing,
reporting (Kasper, 2000; Short, 1991). Although only problem solving, analyzing,
evaluating and synthesizing skills were mentioned by the teachers, from
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the tasks types they mentioned during the interview, it is clear that they used most of
the critical thinking skill areas mentioned by the researchers above.
According to (I-4), the most suitable task which had all the features mentioned
under critical thinking skills was a research essay, which was surprisingly found not
suitable at all by (I-2) and (I-10). For (I-4), the steps in research essay should be done
very carefully, in details for students to understand each step and then the results will
be very successful and useful for the students. When giving details on what she did
with the research essay, she said “I know some teachers find it difficult to do research
essay because they think the students can’t do it, but I quite like it and I think my
students were very good at it. The only thing is teacher should be organized better”.
(I-10) stated that since there was not enough input provided for the students, they did
not know how to write academic essays so she thought journal writing was better for
CB courses.
Learner-centeredness
Teacher’s role
When the teachers were asked if they felt that their role as a teacher was
different in the CB courses and in what ways, and if they were happy about it, all of
them said that it was definitely different. The answers focused on the change in the
role of the teachers as “in charge”, the class was no longer teacher-fronted. The
general definitions included phrases like “not authority” (I-1, I-5), “organizer” (I-2, I-
3, I-4), “discussion starter” (I-5, I-8), “not the only information source” (I-1), “less
formal, less lecturing” (I-6). One teacher (I-7) did not really answer how she saw her
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role but she talked more about the student role as they were being more comfortable,
especially in speaking.
(I-1) added that the teacher was not the only authority, she was one of the
individuals with her own perspectives and since there was no single truth, she felt that
she did not have to convince students of the value of certain ideas and she felt “far
better, happier” in such an environment. In other words, it was far from “teacher
knows best” approach (Brown, 1995). According to (I-9), previously, students
described English teachers and the course as “boring course and its boring teachers”;
however, he stated that students said that CB course and the teacher were more
interesting and the teacher was considered to be more like a friend. The reason
according to (I-9) was “because there was more communication, discussion, and more
allowance for students’ own thinking in CB courses”. (I-5) also gave similar examples
and mentioned that he had a different role as a teacher in CB course, “monitoring,
leading discussions, responding to ideas, not like the authority in class”. For (I-6), the
teacher’s role was less formal because she did less lecturing and there was more
student participation. Similarly, (I-8) felt that she was not presenting but “starting the
discussion, introducing the subject”.
 However, (I-3) and (I-4) felt differently on the teacher’s role in CB courses.
(I-3) said that his CB course was more teacher-centered because there was a need to
direct the students about the new content issues. He said that there was not enough
background knowledge on the themes discussed in general so he felt a need to direct
students. He gave an example and stated that “you can’t say well get into pairs and
talk about fascism!”. Furthermore, since the course was more research-based,
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students were outside the classroom in general teacher directions were needed by the
students. The case was similar in (I-4)’s situation too. She stated that she enjoyed the
course and felt more responsible and tried to make students more active and involved
but most of the activities required more teacher organization and direction. The ideas
presented by these two teachers support Nunan’s (1988b) ideas that no curriculum
will ever be totally learner-centered or teacher-centered.
Student’s role
The questions in the following section were about the teachers’ perceptions of
how students felt-if they behaved differently or not, if they participated more or if
they had any difficulties in the course. The interviews were done in the second
semester so teachers’ answers were on both semesters.
When asked about the student difficulties in adjustment, they all agreed that
they were scared (I-1), shocked (I-2, I-5, I-6, I-9) at the very beginning of the CB
courses. The main reason of the shock was stated as the expectation of traditional
English course with grammar exercises by all the teachers in the interviews. One of
the teachers (I-9) described his class as “ I introduced the students with the task, I said
well, now get into groups and discuss! And all the students stared at me with an
expression like saying “What?” for a couple of minutes and they did not say or do
anything so I had to think about a quick solution and added some tasks they are
familiar with-more traditional types!”. As a result, the teacher had to use more
traditional exercises, controlled pre-tasks for instance, for 2-3 weeks and then
gradually move into the CB type tasks. In the same way, (I-3) described the process
students went through in CB courses as “a journey of discovery” because he said that
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the students came with limited knowledge at the beginning and slowly they learned to
gain more knowledge and participate more in class.
About the general atmosphere from the student point of view, all of the
teachers stated that the students had a positive attitude in general and due to this all
students participated more. (I-1) and (I-8) shared similar views on the student
attitudes. (I-1) said that students had positive attitude toward the course because “they
felt that their thoughts, feelings and ideas were valued and there was no right answer”.
She also added that there was growth in students in terms of the appreciation of the
topic: “the topics were closer to students’ hearts-and mine- and the nature of the
course made the students analyze, discuss, participate and attend more.” Similarly, (I-
8) believed that the students were relaxed because they knew they could state their
opinions on issues and the questions were real. She defined real as “ real questions,
not like answering a question in which there was one answer and known by everyone,
the teacher or the student. In this course, the questions were questions!”. (I-9) also
added that “the students were not ashamed to share their ideas” and (I-10) stated that
students seemed to feel “more secure” in the class since there was a collaborative
effort between the teacher and the student ( Nunan, 1988).
It seems  all these led to a more relaxed atmosphere in CB courses in general.
Many teachers stated that there was an anxiety-free atmosphere in CB classes because
there was nothing to worry about a “right answer,” the tasks were based on analyzing
and discussion skills in general (I-1, I-2, I-8, I-9, I-10), so the students were
participating and cooperating more and they were more motivated. (I-9) stated that
“sometimes the students were so into the discussions in class, they did not notice
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that it was break time and continued” and similar to that (I-10) also said that “after the
class I heard the students continue their discussions passionately with other students
from different classes and getting their views.”
As a conclusion, it is clear that all the teachers believed that since the students
felt that their ideas were valued and the topics were interesting for them, they were
relaxed and motivated, so they participated more in CB courses (Musumeci, 1996;
Snow, Met & Genesee, 1989; Valentine & Martos, 1997)
In spite of all those positive ideas presented by teachers, some of the teachers
(I-1, I-5, I-6, ) expressed their dissatisfaction in their expectations of the student
participation. (I-1) thought that students would participate more in such an
environment but she felt that students did not have a high intellectual level to deal
with the issues discussed in class-still they did far better than other courses. (I-6) also
had less participation than she expected at the beginning but what she found out was
“a typical situation-some of the students dominated the others more, some were
totally silent,” but again, she said that most of them took part in discussions.
In addition, the students were involved in the activities (Nunan, 1988b) by
selecting their own presentation topics and learners’ self-awareness (Brown, 1995)
was developed through the reflective journals used by most of the teachers. In the
selection of their presentation topics, some teachers talked about the difficulties which
occurred at the beginning. (I-1) and (I-8) stated that most of the students could not
find specific topics based on the core criteria. (I-1) stated that “they came to me with
so many weird topics, nothing to do with what I expected at the very beginning.”
However, they said that the problem was solved during the tutorials.
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 In general, teachers said that presentations were in fact not specifically suitable for
CB courses only, it could be used in any syllabus type but the application and the
result were different in CB courses. For example, (I-1) realized that although she had
used presentations with the other courses before, the students in CB courses were
“much more creative”. (I-5) also stated that the presentations were “more natural” in
his course because he stated that students chose their topics and believed that it made
them more relaxed, so the presentations were more natural at the end.
Teacher’s attitudes
As stated by the teachers, similar to students’ attitudes, teachers also had very
positive attitudes towards CB courses in general. (I-1) stated that “since she was not
the source of knowledge and information in CB courses and there was emphasis on
students’ imagination, inner world, general knowledge, perceptions, personal
experiences, feelings, inspirations, and frustrations,” she felt better and she saw
herself as one of them in class. (I-10) also expressed similar feelings and added that
she got to know students better and also learned from them and expressed her feelings
as “I couldn’t believe that I would learn something from my students, but I did and it
was amazing!”. According to (I-5), all ELSU teachers would say that they were much
happier teaching CB courses and in order to support this view he said “you can ask
anyone here, they’ll definitely prefer these courses to the previous ones.” According
to him, there is “a more natural, open and less predictable atmosphere” in CB courses
which makes it “nice not only for students but also for teachers”. Similar views about
teachers’ enthusiasm and interest are expressed by
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 Brinton, Snow and Wesche (1989) in their definition of theme-based model of CBI
(see literature review, p.18).
In conclusion, it can be said that most of the teachers are quite satisfied with
the CBI syllabus in ELSU and they have a positive attitude towards it, which
concludes the third question of this study.
Assessment
Assessment techniques
 The instructional tools and assessment tools used by all ten of the teachers in
the CBI courses were the same because the idea was probably based on the idea that
in order to “promote beneficial washback in CBI, test tasks should require the same
authentic, interactive language use promoted in the classroom” (Weigle & Jensen,
1987, p. 205). In all the courses, before applying the assessment tasks, all the teachers
provided necessary relevant input sessions and provided further clarifications through
the tutorials.
“How did you decide on your assessment techniques for your course?” and
“Were there any assessment tools particularly chosen for CB course?” were the
questions asked and for the first part of the question, everybody stated that they first
looked at the core criteria (see Appendix C) which was compulsory in ELSU
assessment objectives and then they chose their own tools.
Presentations were among the most popular tools chosen as a core assessment
tool by all the teachers and research essay was chosen only by one of the teachers
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(I-4) and found very useful; however, two teachers (I-7 and I-10) also started with the
same tool but had to get rid of it because the students were not successful at that area
due to lack of input on how to write research essays.
Film analysis and journals were two common tools and both of them were
chosen by (I-1), (I-2), (I-5) and film analysis was chosen by (I-3), (I-8) and (I-10). (I-
9) rejected to use film analysis and journals as his assessment tools because he found
them classic-since everybody else was using them. Instead, he put more emphasis on
debates and presentations in general.
In general, teachers thought that the presentations were not particularly chosen
for CB courses, but ( I-1) and (I-5) stated that the ideas were more creative and the
whole process was more natural compared to other presentations done in different
courses, because the topics were selected by the students themselves. Moreover,
according to (I-9), presentations showed the real ability of the students because they
had to put what they had researched verbally.
In general, film analysis, journals and creative writing tools were considered
to be appropriate for CB courses by the teachers. Yet, (I-6) thought that all the tools
were chosen specifically for CB courses, analyzing what was talked about in the class
in terms of content.
Difficulties
The section was designed to get answers to the questions “Can you say that
your assessment tools work well?” “Were there any difficulties in the application of
your assessment procedures?”.
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All of the participants thought that the tools were fine for their courses, but
some of the teachers stated some problems. First of all, some students did not know
how to choose their presentation topics related with the core theme in (I-1)’s and
(I-8)’s classes, but the problem was sorted out during tutorials.
(I-4) was the only person who supported the use of research essays among
other teachers and she stated that it needed careful organization because it was based
on the process writing approach.
Another teacher (I-5) mentioned that “since the thoughts and responses are
more important than language, teachers should be aware of that fact, and if they
approached CB courses in the way they approached to traditional language based
courses, it would cause trouble.” He stated that he had some problems with the
creative tasks in general, but only at the beginning. The same problem was
encountered by (I-8) too. (I-8) said that students had problems with creative writing
tasks because they expected formulaic tasks. When she assigned a task at the
beginning, students started to ask questions like “How many words? What sources?”
and she said “I was surprised because I thought they knew what creative writing
meant, but obviously since they came from prep. school, they are used to other types,
like compare-contrast, agree-disagree, that’s why they asked all those questions”.
There were two teachers who had problems with the criteria used by CB
teachers. (I-10) had some problems related with the criteria used in ELSU and she had
to make adaptations to the criteria and (I-9) had to add a self-prepared checklist for
the presentation criteria to make it more suitable for his course because he
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 thought some parts of the criteria were too vague or complicated, so he had to
organize it in his own way.
Overall, all of the teachers stated that most of the tools worked well for their
CB courses.
Overall
There was mainly one question in this section and that was about if they
wanted to continue with the same course and all the teachers stated that they would
because they were quite satisfied with their courses, but still they stated that they
would make some kind of modifications in some parts of the course, update the
materials or get rid of some parts that did not go well.
Summary
General
The general definition of CBI given by the teachers can be summarized as the
course based on one theme and sub-themes and four skills of English was taught
through that theme and the language was a of secondary importance.
Objectives
In discussing the difference between the current CB courses and the previous
courses, all of the teachers stated that there was a huge difference between them and
the most obvious one was the fact that there was a chance for students in CB courses
to think critically and creatively and express their opinions freely through meaningful
activities, in an anxiety-free classroom atmosphere, to get more motivated by the
challenge and consequently participate and share ideas more. In addition, the CB
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courses were learner-centered, not teacher-dominated as it was in the previous
courses.
Content
In the choice of their content selection, most of the teachers considered teacher
and student interest and the sources for the materials were mainly the Internet, and
then books, magazines, textbooks and teachers’ own ideas. All of the teachers
emphasized that they chose the Internet because it was a good source for authentic
texts. In the choice of their topics, teachers paid attention to the fact that they had to
be general, flexible and interesting enough for students in order to make more
contributions in class activities.
Instructional strategies
The purpose in this section was to find out how the tasks were organized and
how it affected teacher and student behavior and their role in class. Most of the
teachers agreed that the CB courses were learner-centered because the teacher a had
different role as a facilitator, helper, organizer and discussion starter, not as the only
authority in class. As a result of this role shift in teachers, students became the center
of the activities and they had more responsibilities, which was said to be accepted by
all the students in general according to the teachers.
As for the task types, the choice of the teachers was based on the activities in
which a lot of opportunity to use critical and creative skills was given to students.
Tasks such as film analysis, presentations, journals, creative writing are also used as
assessment tools in CB courses.
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Assessment
In the application of the assessment tools, all the teachers used core
assessment tools and their own choices and the main tools were presentations, film
analysis, creative writing, a research essay, and journals. Among these tools the most
popular ones were film analysis and journals. In general, there were no problems in
the application of those tools. However, some minor problems were stated by some
teachers. In the selection of their presentation topics, students had difficulties in
finding relevant topics, and in creative writing, students had some problems in
understanding the purpose of the task. These problems were solved during the tutorial
sessions with students. Furthermore, two teachers talked about changing some parts of
the criteria for presentations in their courses.
Overall
In general, all of the teachers mentioned their satisfaction with the CB courses,
however, they also added that there would definitely be a need to make some kind of
modifications to their courses.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION
       Summary of the study
The purpose of this study was to find answers to the following questions: How
do the instructors in ELSU define their courses as CBI courses? Do their definitions
match the CBI definitions in the literature? What are the attitudes of the ELSU
teachers toward CBI? In order to collect relevant information, interviews were
conducted with ten ELSU CB teachers and the interview questions were divided into
sections such as content, instructional strategies, assessment. In each section several
questions were asked to collect specific information on the CB course components in
ELSU.
Conclusions
The results of this study indicate that there is a close match between the ELSU
teachers’ definition of CBI and the definitions made by various researchers in the
literature in terms of the following components: meaningful content, student
motivation and interest, academic skills, learner-centeredness, critical thinking skills
and assessment tools. Some differences were found in the components of
comprehensible input and authentic materials.
Both Krashen’s (1985) comprehensible input theory and the comprehensible
output theory suggested by Cummins and Swain (1986) emphasized the fact that the
integration of language and content provided a more meaningful environment since
the focus was on meaning not on form. According to the definitions presented by the
ELSU teachers, their focus was also on meaning, not the components of language.
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Through the content, the basic emphasis was on the ideas of the students not
the language they used. It had a secondary importance, which is supported by Krashen
(1985) in his comprehensible input theory. Similarly, the teachers stated that the
language was not neglected totally, that support was also provided through tutorials,
which can be seen as a good support for the ideas presented in Cummins’ and Swain’s
(1986) output theory. However, as suggested by Sheen (1994), teachers did not really
sound so sure about the products, although they all said students’ language improved.
One teacher (I-5) said that “In general they got better but you have to have some kind
of measurement for that, for example, first draft of a written work at the beginning
and another draft of the same task at the end and the comparison of them may help,
but we do not really do that”. Therefore, it cannot be said that Krashen’s input theory
related with the CBI syllabus is completely achieved in ELSU; it is done only to some
extent.
As indicated by the teachers, since the students did not worry about the
language they used while presenting their ideas or participating in class discussions,
the ideas they presented and the contributions they made to the courses were more
meaningful. In addition, the activities in CB courses were not based on unnatural,
unrealistic  or mechanical exercises. What mattered was the reflections of students’
ideas on the issues, creating a more meaningful atmosphere in the classroom. As
mentioned by one of the teachers, students no longer had to give “the right answer” to
a question, which could be anticipated by everyone and which was already known by
the teacher. Instead, the answers were not predictable by either the students or the
teachers and that created another challenge in CB courses.
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Teachers presented support for students’ complex educational needs in CB
courses through a meaningful, rich and a contextualized learning environment
(Kasper, 2000), through complex language use, as introduced in Cummins’ two-tiered
skill model, in the process of critical thinking tasks mentioned in the ELSU CBI
objectives. Similarly, the stages mentioned in cognitive learning theory (see literature
review, p. 24) were achieved through relevant tasks in CB courses.
The content was also meaningful because, as mentioned by all the teachers,
topics were presented through sub-themes and each course was centered around a core
theme. In each lesson, a different perspective on that core theme was presented, then
the new knowledge was built upon at already existing and this way students would
always relate their knowledge and ideas to something concrete (see the literature
review, p.19) which made the content more meaningful.
The basic source for the materials used by all the ELSU teachers was the
Internet. The teachers considered their materials authentic because the Internet was a
real source, prepared by real people. Furthermore, the language used in those
materials was natural, non-pedagogic (Kramsch, 1993) because the focus was on
content not language. Most of the teachers made some changes in terms of language
and relevancy in reading texts, however, they still called them authentic. The  view
expressed by Widdowson (1979)- authenticity is not something related with the text
but it is how the readers and speakers make use of it- was not mentioned by any
ELSU teacher. In general, all the teachers mentioned authenticity as part of CBI,
however, there was a discrepancy between the definitions of some of the researchers
and ELSU teachers. In conclusion, authenticity is accepted as a part of the CBI
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syllabus by both the teachers and the researchers in the literature but with a different
perspective.
Since the themes in general were found interesting and appealing to students,
and the fact that the ideas of the students were valued in CB courses because the
course was based on student participation in general, teachers perceived that students
generally enjoyed participating in CB courses. The general style of CB courses was
found interesting and the content worth learning so the CB courses provided a
motivational incentive for the students (Musumeci, 1996; Snow, Met & Genesee,
1989). That students participated more voluntarily in their CB courses support the
idea that students are more motivated in CB courses.
The general atmosphere in CB courses, as understood from the interviews with
the teachers, was based on a collaborative give-and-take process (Met, 1994), because
the teacher was not the only authority but rather part of the class in CB courses in
ELSU. As a result of this, both the teachers and the students were engaged in the
collaborative process of constructing meaning. That the teacher’s role was primarily
to plan the activity and start the discussion contributed to the learner-centered
classroom, along with the experiential, hands-on, cognitively engaging and
cooperative activities (Met, 1994). All the ELSU teachers stated that they thought the
students had the central importance in their classes and all the activities were designed
to make them participate and be involved more.
Another feature of the activities mentioned by the teachers were critical
thinking skills and they were described mainly as problem solving, analyzing and
synthesizing skills comparable to those mentioned by most of the researchers in the
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literature (Kasper, 2000; Kurfiss, 1989; Lipman, 1991; Neilsen, 1989; and Short,
1991).
Academic skills are another feature covered by CBI according to the literature
including skills such as note-taking from texts and lectures, reading variety of texts,
writing expository pieces (Kasper, 2000; Raphan & Moser, 1993). From what the
teachers stated, it is obvious they believed that students improved those skill areas
through reading many texts for their presentations and class discussions, taking notes
while listening to their peers or teacher in order to comment on the points raised and
they did a lot of writing through journals and film analysis tasks in CB courses.
    The assessment tools used by the teachers were all derived from
instructional practice (Kasper, 2000; Short, 1993), and they were authentic and
interactive (Bachman & Palmer, 1996) because the tasks were discourse level rather
than discrete and decontextualized (Kasper, 2000). The assessment tools in ELSU
content-based courses included film analysis, presentations, journal writing and a
research essay that mainly focused on improving the ability to analyze and evaluate
the information critically, connect new information with the already existing one and
synthesize knowledge.
In general, there is a balance between most of the features of the CB courses in
ELSU and the features described in the literature and this makes the CB courses in
ELSU a good example of CBI. As for the attitudes of the teachers, it was very clear
that all the teachers were quite satisfied with their courses, mainly because they were
interested in the topics as they chose them. According to what teachers stated, most
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of their students showed a very positive reaction to CB courses in general which made
all the teachers happy to offer the course.
Limitations of the study
Although there were 15 CB course teachers offering the course, only 10 of
them volunteered for the interviews. It would be interesting to get the missing
teachers’ ideas, especially because two of them had science-based CB course, mad
cows and blue bananas and Turkey@Mcworld.com, and most of other courses were
more social in content. As a result, the conclusions were only based on those 10
socially-based CB courses.
Another limitation of this study was that although there were two other post-
preparatory units offering CB courses in Bilkent, due to time limitations, the teachers
could not be interviewed. It would be interesting to compare their courses with ELSU
CB courses. Therefore, the study is not generalizable; it is specific to ELSU, in
Bilkent University. In addition, the ideas of the students would also be very
constructive; yet, due to time constraints again, it could not be done. For later
research, the comparisons between teacher and student perceptions of CBI can be
studied.
Implications of the Study
There should be some serious considerations to be given before the actual
application of the CBI syllabus in any institution, such as student needs, especially in
the choice of the themes. Most of the teachers mentioned that students should find
some familiarity between the themes in the course and their own lives in order to
make more contributions to the course.
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Apart from the interest, students’ language level is another important issue in
CB courses. It should be kept in mind that these courses require a higher level of
language, especially if they are based on critical thinking skills as is the case in the
ELSU CB courses.
Another important issue is the fact that since CB courses require current
connections to the real world, facilities like an internet connection and video rooms
are essential in the institution in order to offer such authentic materials to students.
Teacher training programs may also be other need in the application of CB
courses. Like in any other syllabus design, teachers should be ready for such a change
and they should be prepared for the shift in their roles since in CB courses the
traditional role of the teacher is completely different.
Implications for further research
Since this study is done with the teachers only, another study with students
and their opinions on CB courses is needed. In addition, there can be a study based on
the comparisons of the perceptions or attitudes of teachers and students. If the study is
done within a unit, all the participants should take part in the data collection method
in order to have more reliable and valid results.     
In addition, a couple of studies can be done onthe same topic, but probing
different aspects, such as the validity of assessment tools in the CBI courses, attitudes
of teachers towars CBI and traditional syllabuses, students’ attitudes towards different
themes, like socially based and science based materials, the comparison of adjunct
model (FAST department) and theme-based model (ELSU department), comparisons
among different departments applying CBI.
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APPENDIX A
ELSU 1st YEAR ENGLISH COURSE OBJECTIVES
The Goal Statement
The goal of first year English courses is to help students
a) use English efficiently and appropriately
b) develop the capacity for critical and creative thought and
expression
c) broaden their horizons in varied liberal arts contexts
Overall Aims
Students will develop the ability
Speaking
To explore and communicate information and views accurately, appropriately
and effectively for various purposes: e.g. argumentation, presentation,
debating.
Writing
To communicate information and their views accurately, appropriately and
effectively in different forms: e.g. essays, critiques
To express themselves creatively by exploring and using the characteristics of
different text types to construct and convey meaning: e.g. stories, narratives,
poems.
Listening
To understand, analyze and evaluate conversations, discussions, and\or
debates in the classroom.
Reading
To understand, analyze and evaluate a wide variety of classic and
contemporary literature and other relevant texts on liberal arts
Research
To inquire systematically into issues and problems
Core objectives
i. to write at least three process-based essays for exposition, narration and\or
persuasion   (with evidence of any library and\or electronic research...750
to 1000 words each);
OR
ii. to do one library-based research assignment (a team paper of 2500 to 3000
words, properly cited, with a reference list;.....)
iii. to analyze and judge own written work;
iv. to read and reflect on texts covered in the course; (minimum pages....)
v. to read and reflect on at least three texts selected from the reference list
prepared by teachers;
vi. to read and given an oral or written summary of at least one text selected
from the reference list;
vii. to analyze and judge texts in terms of their credibility and claims.
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viii. To make at least one  5 to 10 min presentation/oral summary.
ix. To analyze and judge discussions, presentations, debates...(own or others);
x. To analyze and judge audio/visual media;
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APPENDIX B
ELSU CONTENT BASED COURSES
2000-2001
Rationale
Content-based instruction (CBI) is the process of integrating a particular content with
language teaching aims. It is based on the common underlying principle that
successful language learning occurs when stuents are presented with target language
material in a meaningful, contextualized form with the primary focus on meaning and
acquiring information and knowledge.
Overall Aims
Content-based courses aims at
• developing students’ language skills
• developing multi-disciplinary perspectives
• improving students’ cognitive processing and production
Objectives
a) Students will develop their spoken language skills by
• communicating their views effectively;
• communicating information gathered from various sources;
• interacting with an audience
• interacting with groups having opposite views
b) Students will develop their writing skills by
• organizing content coherently around a meaningful content;
• summarizing\paraphrasing information\views appropriately;
• going through the process of planning, outlining, drafting, revising and
editing.
c) Students will develop their reading skills by
• reading and analyzing a wide variety of classic and contemporary literature or
world issues;
• employing most appropriate reading strategies;
• examining different viewpoints in texts critically.
d) Students will develop their listening skills by
• taking notes (films, lectures, songs, etc.);
• taking part in class discussions.
e) Students will develop the ability to inquire systematically into
issues\problems\concepts\ideas and to develop the capacity for critical thought
and expression by
• exploring information
• evaluating and selecting appropriate sources
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• investigating
• synthesizing
• evaluating
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APPENDIX C
ELSU CORE ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
Include as Core assessment
Select at least ONE
from
Consid
er
1. In class Assessment (15%)
• e.g. Analyzing a film,
Creative Writing,
Discursive Essay,
Giving an Opinion,
Reflection and
Summary etc...
• at least an hour long
• 500 to 750 words
• plus feedback to ss
2. Research based Oral
Presentation (30%)
• 10 mins at least
• Minimum 2 sources
synthesized
• Plus notes, visual aids
• Delivery +content
(20%),
preparation(5%)
Visuals
3. Research Essay (15%)
• Minimum 2 sources
synthesized
• Process-based (at least
1 draft)
4. Participation/Collaborative
Assessment (10%)
Necessary preparation for
tutorials, seminar,
class work
• Contribution to class
activities
• Punctuality
• ..............
• Analyzing a
film, book,
story, myths,
etc..
• Creative
Writing
• Discursive
Essay
• Giving an
opinion
• Reflection and
Summary
• Deconstruction
[Process based, at
least 1 draft]
*  Logs
*  Creative
Presentation
e.g.
posters..
*  Source
Selection and
Evaluation
*  Mini
Presentations
*  Reading and
Analysis
*  .........
*  Others
                              70%
30
%
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APPENDIX D
PROCESS SYLLABUS TYPE
Level 1-
Relating to participation, procedure and
Subject-matter
(Who does what with Whom, on what content,
with what resources, when, how and why ? )
Level 2-
To be chosen from and upon as
Basis `working contract`
Of the
classroom
Level 3-
To be selected from on the basis of
Appropriateness to decisions at
Level 1
Level 4-
To be selected and undertaken within
Activities
Of chosen Tasks, Activities, and Procedures
concerning their appropriateness and
effectiveness in relation to initial
Decisions made
Main characteristics: Framework of questions requiring joint decisions in the classroom and an
`index` or `bank` of alternatives requiring agreed choices. Each level or element interrelates with
the others – a higher level entailing those below it.
It’s actual use involves continual evaluation and, thereby, a cyclic process through the levels from
level1 to 4 and from level 4 back to level 1 again.
Source: Breen, M. (1984). Process syllabuses for the language classroom. In C. J.
Brumfit (Ed.). (1984). General English syllabus design. (ELT Documents 118).
Oxford: The British Council, Pergamon Press.
DECISIONS FOR CLASSROOM LANGUAGE LEARNING
                     ALTERNATIVE PROCEDURES
                      ALTERNATIVE ACTIVITIES
                           ALTERNATIVE TASKS
                           ON –GOING EVALUTION
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APPENDIX E
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
GENERAL
1. The courses offered in ELSU are callled Content-based. How do you define CB?
2. Do you think your course is CB? What are the features that you added to your
course to make it CB?
OBJECTIVES
1. How did you apply the areas mentioned in the ELSU content-based objectives into
your course?
2. Are these objectives different from other objectives you have had before?
3. Do you think you are accomplishing these objectives, and how?
4. Compared to other objectives, do you think these are better; if so, in what ways?
CONTENT
1. How did you choose your content? What criteria did you use?
2. How did you prepare your content materials?
3. Did you get any training or guidance befor about preparation of content course
materials?
4. How consistent are your topics? Do you use only one topic in all your classes?
5. Do you like the idea of having one theme all through the semester?
6. Do you think having one theme has advantages? In what ways?
7. What is the attitude of your students towards having one theme?
8. Does having one theme makes students more involved in class activities? Why?
INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES
1. Do you feel that your role as a teacher is different in this course; in what ways?
2. How would you compare it with other courses you have taught before?
3. How do your students behave in your class? Are they behaving differently; in what
ways?
4. Do they have any initiative in class? If so, how do you feel about it? Do you think
that’s because of the CB course design?
5. Do you think your students are participating more in class?
6. Do students have any difficulties in adjusting themselves to this course?
7. Did you expect different student role before starting this course, why?
8. Are there any activity types that you consider are especially designed for a content-
based course? Would you use any other task types if you had another chance, why?
ASSESSMENT
1. How did you decide on your assessment techniques for your course?
2. Are there any assessment tools particularly chosen for CB course?
3. Do you see any differences between these assessment tools and others you have
had before?
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4. Can you say that your assessment tools work well, why?
5. Were there any difficulties in the application of your assessment procedures?
6. If you had the chance, would you use the same assessment tools?
OVERALL
1. Would you like to continue with this course as it is or would you make any
modifications to your course, why?
